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Given a unitary operator T in a Hilbert space H = (H, (., .)) convergence results 
for two sequences of ((n - 1)/n) two-point Pade approximants to the function 
f(z) = ((I- ~7’~’ ug, ut,), (ZQ, E H, IJuJ = 1, .z regular for T) are given. An 
elementary proof is also given of the well-known operator version of the 
trigonometric moment problem, not using the solution of the classical trigonometric 
moment problem. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Given a function h with power series developments 
h(z) = f ykZk as zEC,/zlsmall, 
k=O 
and 
h(z) = - 2 ypkZpk as zEC,\zllarge, 
k=l 
the ((n - 1)/n; m) two-point Pad6 approximant RLV”(z; h) to h is the unique 
rational function U$~L(z)/Y~m’(z), where Ucnm_(z) and Vim)(z) are 
polynomials in z with deg UL!‘!l(z) < n - 1 and deg V:““(z) < n, which 
satisfies 
and 
h(z) - Rp(z; h) = o(zn+“) as z -+ 0, 
h(z) -R!y’(z; h) = O(Z-n+m-l) as z-+co, 
mEZ,n>(ml. 
We only consider m = 0 and m = 1. In case m = 1 we also put 
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Rr’(z; h) = yo. The sequence (y&,x is called m-semi-normal (m = 0 or 
m= 1)if 
Ym-k Ym-k+l *‘* Ym-I 
Ym-k+l Ym-kt2 ‘** Ym #(), k = 1, 2,... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ym-1 Ym “’ Ymi-k-2 
The sequence (yk)kcZ is nonnegative on the unit circle in C if 
i 2 yk-j<& > 0 
k=O j=O 
for all to ,..., <,, E C and n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
In [3] a projection method was applied to a certain linear operator in a 
Hilbert space to obtain two-point Pade approximants. In the present paper 
we consider the case where this linear operator is unitary. Given a unitary 
operator T in the Hilbert space H with inner product (., .), we consider the 
function 
f(z)= ((I-zT)-‘u,,u,), 
where u. E H, 11 uoI( = 1 and z E C, regular for T, and the sequences 
(R~“‘(z;f))~zo and (R~‘(z;~))~=~ of two-point Pad& approximants to J 
In Section 1 we show that R y’(z;f) = ((I - zE, TE,)-’ uo, uo) where 
(En):= 1 is an increasing sequence of orthogonal projections with n- 
dimensional range in H and that under certain normality conditions 
R f”(z;f) = ((I - zE~‘TE~‘)-’ u,, uo), where (EIp’)z= I is an increasing 
sequence of oblique projections with n-dimensional range in H. We show 
that 
pir RY’(z;f) =f(z) if Jz] < 1, 
and 
)I R Ip’(z;f) =f(z) if IzI > 1. 
We also give a sufficient condition such that 
,‘(ll RIp’(z;f) =f(z) in some neighborhood of 0, 
and 
;\t Rjy(z;f) =f(z) in some neighborhood of co. 
Finally, we derive a T-fraction with approximants Rf’(z;f), n = 0, 1, 2,... . 
Section 2 is mainly devoted to the following well-known theorem. 
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THEOREM. Let (c,& be a sequence in C with c0 = 1. 
Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) (CrLz is nonnegative on the unit circle in C. 
(b) There exists a unitary operator T in a Hilbert space H and 
u0 E H, 11 uJ = 1, such that 
CT’%, 4 = c, for all n E 2. 
In 1957 Y. Kilpi [4] gave a proof of this theorem using the solution of the 
classical trigonometric moment problem (CTMP). The elementary proof 
which we give here is not based on the solution of the CTMP. Application of 
the spectral theorem for unitary operators yields an alternative solution of 
the CTMP. 
1. 
In this section T is a unitary operator in the Hilbert space H and U, E H 
is a vector with ]] uO]] = 1. Let u, = T”uO and c, = (un, u,), n E 2. Then 
(u,, uk) = c,-k, n, k E 2, and in particular c-, = E;, n E 2, and it follows 
from 0 < II~~=o ~~ukl\* = c;=O ~~=O (k<jCk-j, <oy”‘T <,, E cT n = 0, 1, 27-.y 
that the sequence (~,),,a is nonnegative on the unit circle in C. If we put 
CO c, -3. c, 
A,= ‘-1 co .** C”-, 3 n=O, 1,2 ,..., and A-,=1, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
C -n C --n+1 *** co 
then clearly A, > 0, n = -1, 0, l,... . 
We assume that H = span {u, : n E 2) and we put 
Un=span{u,,u, ,..., u+,}, n= 1,2 ,..., and U, =span{u,:n=O, 1,2 ,... ). 
Let E, be the orthogonal projection of H onto U, and let T,, = E, TE,, 
n = 1,2 ,... . Then lim,, a, E,x = x and lim, ,m T,x = TX for x E U,. Since 
for zEC,]z] < 1 we have 
(I-zT,)-‘-(I-zT)-‘=z(Z-zT,)-‘(T,-T)(Z-zT)-’, 
where Il(Z-zT,)-‘11 < l/(1 -]z]), and xE U, implies (I-~7’)‘xE U,, 
Iz( < 1, we get 
lim (I-zT,J-‘x=(Z-ZT)-~X if ]z] < 1 and xE U,. (1.1) 
n-02 
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Let 
if ]2] < 1, 
if ]z] > 1. 
Thenf(z)=((I-zT)-‘u,,u,),]z]# 1. 
If {u, : n E 2) is linearly dependent, hen for sufficiently large n we have 
E,=I, T,,=T and (I-zT,)-‘=(I-zT)-‘, ]z]< 1, and f is a rational 
function. 
Because we are interested in rational approximants to the function f we 
assume in this section that {u, : n E 2) is linearly independent, or 
equivalently A, > 0, n = 0, 1,2 ,... . This assumption means precisely that the 
sequence (c,), EZ is 1 -semi-normal, for 
= +A,-,, n = 1, 2,... 
c -?I+1 C -n+2 **. co 
C -?I+2 C --n+3 *** Cl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
co c, --* C”-* 
Hence it follows from [3] tl. mt ((I- zT,)-’ 
z E C\{poles}, so by (1.1) we obtain 
THEOREM 1.1. lim n-Kc w(zLtl =f(z> if ]z]<l. I 
Let g(z) =fx. Then 
g(z)=((Z-zT-‘)-’ uo,uo), ]z]# 1, and R’i’(z-‘;g)= 1 -Rr)(z;f). 
Hence application of Theorem 1.1 to the function g yields 
THEOREM 1.2. lim n+a, ~:“‘(zLf) =f(z> if IZI > 1. I 
Now we also assume that (c,),,z is O-semi-normal, i.e., 
c-, c-,+1 ..* C-1 
ff-“) = cc,+, c-,+2 .** co 
n f 0, n = 1, 2,... . (1.2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
c-1 co *-* c,-, 
409/104/Z-14 
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This implies that Rr’(z;f) is obtained by the following projection method 
13, Section 31. 
Let V, = span{u, ,..., un}. Then by (1.2) we have U,n V,i= (O}, 
Uif? V,= (0) and H= U,@ Vi. 
If Ey’ is the continuous linear projection of H onto U, with kernel V,l and 
T”’ = E’“‘T”o’ then n n n 3 
RF’(z;f) = ((I- zT~‘)-’ uo, u,), z E C\{poles}. (1.3) 
We calculate the norm of Er’. With the notation Sun = { y E U, : )/y/J = 1) 
we have 
IIEIP’II = sup 
IIYII 
,,x + y(, :yE U,,xE v&y+0 
I 
= sup 
I// 
X+Y 
IIYII IIYII Ii 
-1 
:yE U,,xE Vi,y#O 
1 
dist(Sun, V,‘) ’ 
Let us denote the orthogonal projection of H onto V, by F. Then /lEIp’II-’ 
= dist(Svn, Vi)’ = inf{)/Fy)/*: y E Sun] = 1 - sup{Ily - Fyi/‘: y E Su,}, 
where the supremum is attained at those y E S,” which satisfy y i U, n V,. 
Thus if 
c -nt1 .*. CO 
then I[Er’II-* = 1 - I( y,-&,((‘= 1 - dist(y,, V,J*, since (JJ,, u,J= 0, 
k = l,..., n-l and U,nV,=span{u, ,..., u,-,} andIIy,ll=l. 
From 
lY,9Y,> 0 ..- 0 (Yn, un> 
0 +I,$) **- +%,un-I> h,u,> 
d&(y,,Y,)'=& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
n-1 0 (%-l7%) *** (%--1’Un-1) (Un-IrUn) 
koY”> (Unr u,> *-* (%~%-I> (UPI) u,> 
and 
= (-I)“-’ Hi-“’ 
?c7z 
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it follows that 
where 
It is well known that the sequence of polynomials (P,& is orthogonal on 
the unit circle in C with respect to the solution (J of the classical 
trigonometric moment problem c, = Ii” einf da(t), II E 2. 
With the notation a,, = - P, t I(O), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., we have 
A n-1 
<=co ,1=1, (1 - bk12h A 
n = 1, 2,..., 
[1, p. 1841, and it follows easily that IP,(O)l’= 1 - A,-2A,/Af-l, hence 
If the sequence (~~E~03~~),“=, is bounded we are able to prove that 
(R~“‘(z;f)),“,o converges to f(z) in some O-neighborhood in C. So let us 
assume that IIEIp’jI GM, n = 1, 2,.... Then we have lim,,, Er’x = x if 
x E U,. Hence from 
1) Tlp’x - TxlJ < JIE;“T(I IIE;“x - XII + IIE:“‘Tx - Tx(l, n = 1, 2,..., 
it follows that lim,,, TIp’x =x if x E U,, for IIE~“‘TII < iI4, n = 1, 2 ,..., and 
x E U, implies TX E U, . Since (] Tlp’II ,< M* we have for ]z ] < Mm2 
iI@-zTIp’)-‘II< 2 IzI~M*~= 1-l:IM2 , n = 1, 2,.... 
k=O 
Since x E U, also implies (I- zT)-’ x E U, if ]z] < 1, the identity 
(Z-zT;“>-‘- (I-zT)-’ =z(Z-ZT;~‘)-‘(T;~‘- T)(Z-zT)-l, 
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which holds for ] z ] < M-*, implies 
lim (~-zT~~~)-‘X=(I-ZT)-‘.X as xE V, and ]z/ <Mm*. “-boo 
Using (1.3) and(l.4) we get 
THEOREM 1.3. If IP,,(O)l > 6 > 0, n = 0, 1,2,..., then 
Jij.2 R Ip’(z; f) =f(z) if ]z]<6* I 
Applying Theorem 1.3 to the function g(z) =S(f), observing that (~-,),~z 
is also O-semi-normal, we get for the same 6 as in Theorem 1.3 
pt RIp’(z; g) = g(z), IZI < d2. 
Usingf(z) = 1 - g(z-‘) and Rr’(z;f) = 1 -RIp’(z-‘; g) we obtain 
THEOREM 1.4. If IP,(O)l > 6 > 0, n = 0, 1,2 ,..., then 
iill RF’(z;f) =f(z) if (z( > s-*. I 
Remark 1.1. In Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 we may replace ]P,(O)] > 6 > 0, 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., by lim inf,,, ]Pn(0)] > 6 > 0. 
Remark 1.2. It follows from [3, Remark 1.41 that the numerators A,(z) 
and the denominators B,(z) of the approximants R!,“(z;f) satisfy the same 
finite difference quations 
c+~~+~(z)- (a, + an+144+l(4 +a,+,(1 - laA*&W)=O 
and 
anBn+2(z)- (a, +a,+,z)B,+,(z)+a,+,(l -l~,I*)z~,(z)=O, 
n = 0, 1) 2 )... . 
Since Rr’(z;f) = 1 and 
R\“(z;f>= 1 ‘, z z.z 1 + clz 
1 1-c,z 
so that A,(z) = 1, B,(z) = 1, A,(z) = 1 and B,(z) = 1 - clz, while c, = a,, 
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and since a,, # 0, n = 0, 1,2,... . by the semi-normality of (c&z it follows 
that 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Hence by Theorem 1.1 we have 
if (21 < 1. (1.5) 
If ] an I > 6 > 0, n = 0, 1,2 ,..., Theorem 1.4 implies that (1.5) also holds for 
IZI > e2. 
Apart from an equivalence transformation the T-fraction (1.5) is in fact 
given in [2, p. 2041. (Notice that there is a small misprint in the 
corresponding continued fraction in 121.) 
EXAMPLE. Let 
f(z) = fi 
1+qL(z+~TTq’ 
z E c\r, 
r= {TE C: IzI = 1, Rez < O), 
where dm is the branch with fi = 1. Then 
f(z)= l L I+ T Sn(Z2n +z2”+‘)], 1+fi fi Izl < 1, n=O 
with 
s,= 1++ go (i)) n=o, 1,2 )...) 
and 
***> 
I > 2, IzI < 1 or (z 
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and the nth-approximant of the T-fraction equals R j,“(z;f). Hence 
lim n-ra, Ry’(z;f)=f(z) if IzI < 1 or Iz\ > 2. We also have 
lim n~ao Rr’(z;f) =f(z) if JzI < 4 or IzI > 1. 
2. 
In this section we give a new and elementary proof of the following well- 
known theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (c,),,~~ be a sequence of complex numbers with 
c0 = 1. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) kJnEz is nonnegative on the unit circle in C. 
(b) There exists a unitary operator T in the separable Hilbert space H 
such that for some u, E H with lluOll = 1 we have 
(T”uo, u,) = c,, for all n E 2. 
Let (~,),~a be a sequence C with c,, = 1. Then we write 
As before we write A-,= 1 and A,=detA,,n=O, 1,2 ,.... 
With these notations elementary linear algebra yields 
LEMMA 2.1. If Q,(x) > 0 for all x E C”+ ‘, n = 0, I,2 ,..., then: 
(i) A,* = A,, (hence c-, = FJ, and A,, > 0, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
(ii) A, 2 0, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
(iii) A~=O=SA~+,=O. 
(iv) If A,-, > 0 and A,, = 0, then (c,,),,~ satisfies a recurrency 
relation cock + .-- + cnc,+k = 0 with &,#O and &,= 1,forall kEZ. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. (b) =z- (a) is obvious. 
(a) =S (b). By Lemma 2.1 we have d, > 0, n = - 1, 0, I,2 ,..., or there is 
n E N such that A, > 0 for k = - I ,..., n - 1 and A, = 0 for k = n, n + l,... . 
Assume first that A,, > 0, n = - 1, 0, l,... . Let (eJns a be an orthonormal 
basis of the Hilbert space H (i.e., (ei, ej) = 6,, i, j E Z and span{e,},,, = H). 
We define inductively an independent sequence (uJnpZ in H such that for 
n = 1, 2,..., we have 
u, E spank-,+, ,..., e,} (2.1) 
and 
(un, &) = c,-k, 
and for n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., we have 
k = - n + l,..., n, (2.2) 
and 
U -n E span{e-,,..., e,} 
(U_!,Uj)=C-n-j’ j=-n ,..., n. 
(2.1’) 
(2.2’) 
Let u0 = e,. Then we have (2.1’) and (2.2’) for n = 0. 
Put u,=y,+a,~ with ~cz,~~=A,/A, and 
-1 co cr 
Y, =-j- 
I I 0 
= c,e,. 
0 uo 
Then we have (2.1) and (2.2) for n = 1. 
Next we take U-, = CL -,e-, + w, where (o~-~(~=A~/A, and 
_ 1 co c-1 c-2 
w, =- c, co 
A, 
cc, . 
Ul uo 0 
Then clearly (2.1’) and (2.2’) hold for n = 1. 
Now suppose that u-,, , ,..., u,-, have been chosen accordingly to (2.1) 
and (2.2), n = l,..., p - 1, and (2.1’) and (2.2’), n = 0 ,..., p - 1. Let 
up = yp + apep with la,l’ = A2p-,/A2p--2 and 
co *-. c2p-2 c2p-1 
yp- -1 . . . . . . . :**.... ;,. . ..;,‘. 
A 2p-2 C-2pt2 
U- p+1 *** up-1 0 
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Then up E span{e-,+, ..., eP} and for k = -p + l,..., p - 1 we get 
co a** Czp-2 C2,-1 
-1 
(up, Uk) = (vp Uk) = 7 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.. 
zp-2 C-2p+2 **- CO Cl 
C-p-k+1 *‘* Cp-k-l O I 
and this implies 
=C p-k 
llupI12 = lapI + llYpl12 = lapI + (VP, up> 
co ..’ CQ-2 C2,- 1 
A zp-1 1 . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . =-- 
A 2p-2 A 2p-2 C-2pt2 *** co Cl 
C-2p+l *.. C-1 0 
=1-(A,,-,-(A,,-,-A,,_,))= 1. 
A 2p-2 
SO we have (up, uk) = cpmk for k = -p + l,..., p. We continue by choosing 
u -?)= -p a e-* + w, with laPPI =A,,/A,,-, and 
co *a* C-2pt1 C-2D( 
-1 . ..*................ 
Wp=d,,_, CQ-, *** co c-1 
u, ... u-,+, 0 
Then u-,E {spane-, ,..., eP} and forj=-p+ l,..., p we have 
-1 
(U-p,uj)=(w~3Uj)=~ 
2p-1 
co ... C-2pt 1 C-2p 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . 
5-1 .‘* CO C-l 
C p-j '*' c -p-j+ I 0 
and it follows that 
IIu-,l12 = la-pl2 + lIwpl12 = lappI2 + (Wpy U-2 
co ... C-2p+ 1 C-2p 
A 
2P 
1 ..,................. =--- 
A 2p- 1 A o-1 czp-l *** CO C-1 
c2p a** Cl 0 
=+A,,- (A,,-A,,-,))= 1. 
A zp-I 
= C-p-j 
Hence (uep, uj) = C-p-j forj=-P~***~P* 
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Continuing this way we obtain an independent sequence (u,),~~ in H such 
that 
sPanlU,},EZ=sPan{e,},,2, 
wW-,+ 1 ,-**, u,) = span{e-.+,,..., e,}, n = 1, 2,..., (2.3) 
span{ u-, ,..., u,} = span{e-, ,..., e,}, n = 0, 1) 2 )...) 
and 
(%~ uk) = c,-k for all n, k E 2. (2.4) 
Evidently by (2.3) and (2.4) the equation 
Tu,=un+,, n E 2, 
defines a unitary operator in H with 
(T”uo, uo> =c,, for all n E 2. 
Now assume A,-, > 0 and A,, = 0. 
Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with orthonormal basis 
e,, e, ,..., en- , . 
We define inductively the vectors uo, U, ,..., u,~ , in H by U, = e, and 
co ... Ck-L ck 
-1 . . . . . . ..*........ 
Uk=--- 
A + ‘kek k-i C-k+1 *” c,, c, 
u. .** uk-l 0 
with lak12 = A,/A,-, for k = l,..., n - 1. 
As before one proves easily that 
(uk> uj) = ck-j for k,j=O, l,..., n- 1. 
By Lemma 2.1 (iv) there are complex numbers co ,..., [, with co # 0 and [,, = 1 
such that 
~oCk+~lCk+,f”‘+c,Ck+n=o for all k E 2. (2.5) 
Let u, = -(couo + es* + &,-, u,- J, and let T: H -+ H be the linear mapping 
defined by Tu, = ukfl, k = 0, l,..., n - 1. Since by (2.5) (u,, uk) = c,-~, 
k = 0, l,..., n, it follows that T is unitary. Again by induction it follows, 
using (2.5), that (Tkuo, u,) = ck for all k E 2. I 
It is known that the CTMP is always determinate, which means that there 
is exactly one solution u such that 
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(i) a(O) = 0 and 
(ii) u is continuous on the right. 
We call such a solution normalized. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let (c,),,z and T be as in Theorem 2.1 and let 
{E(t): t E [0, 2711) be the spectral family of T, i.e., {E(t): t E [0, 27r]} is the 
unique collection of orthogonal projections in H which satisfies 
(a) E(t)~E(t’)ifO~t~t’~271, 
(b) E(0) = 0 and E(27c) = I (where 0 is the null operator in H), 
(c) lim,lo E(t + h) x = E(t) x if0 < t < 271 and x E H, and 
(d) $(T) = si” #(e”) dE(t) for every complex-valued continuous 
function # on the unit circle in C. 
Then u defined by a(t) = (E(t) uOuO), t E [0,2n], is the normalized solution 
of the corresponding CTMP since 
(1 
2n 
c, = (T”u,, uO) = ei”’ dE(t) uO, u, 
0 
i 
2n 
= einf d@(t) u,, uo) 
0 
I 
2n 
= ei”’ da(t), n E 2, 
0 
and o is normalized by (b) and (c). 
Remark 2.1. Let (c,JREZ be a sequence in C with co = 1 and A,, > 0, 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . If T: H --t H and S: H’ + H’ are unitary operators in the 
Hilbert spaces H and H’ such that for some u, E H and u; E H’ we have 
(TQ,) uo) = (s”u;, u;) = c, ) n E 2, 
and 
H=span{T”u,:nEZ} 
and 
H’ = span{ S”uA : n E Z}, 
then T and S are unitarily equivalent. 
The relation 
V(S”u;) = T”uo, n E 2, 
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defines a surjective linear isometry of H’ onto H which satisfies 
S = V-‘TS. 
If {E(t): t E [0,27r]} and {F(t); t E [0, 2n]} are the spectral families of T and 
S, then 
Remark 2.2. Every normalized solution 0 of the CTMP for (~,,),~z, 
co = 1, A,, > 0, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., is of the form 
44 = (E(~>foJJ~ t E [O, 2x1, 
where {E(t): t E [0, 27r]} is the spectral family of a unitary operator in a 
separable Hilbert space and Jo E H. Indeed, let H = L2([0, 2n]) and let 
U: H-, H be defined by 
Uf(t) = e”f(t), t E [0,27c],fE H. 
Using that the functions f, given by f,(t) = e’“‘, t E [0,2n], n E 2, have a 
dense linear hull in H it is easily seen that U is unitary. Moreover 
wxl7fo)= c,, n E Z, and the spectral family of U is given by the 
projections E(t), t E [0,27r], defined by E(0) = 0, E(2n) = Z and 
W)f)(s) = if O<s<t<27c, if O<t<s<2n, j-E H, t E (0,2n). 
Hence (E(t)f, ,f,) = sk da(s) = a(t), t E (0, 27~1. 
Remark 2.3. The elementary fact that the CTMP is always determinate 
is thus a consequence of the unitary equivalence between unitary operators 
which generate the same sequence of moments. 
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